Foreman - Bug #20452
RHEV compute resource submission fails on name has already been taken error correction
07/31/2017 05:29 AM - Ori Rabin

Status: Closed
Priority: Normal
Assignee: Ori Rabin
Category: Compute resources - oVirt
Target version: 1.16.0
Difficulty: Pull request: https://github.com/theforeman/foreman/pull/4720

Triaged: Fixed in Releases:
Bugzilla link: 1467664

Description
Cloned from https://bugzilla.redhat.com/show_bug.cgi?id=1467664

Description of problem: We are trying to create compute resource with provider RHEV. But at first, we entered name of compute resource which is already exists, so later tried by changing the name of compute resource and found the error as "something went wrong 401 unauthorized".

Version-Release number of selected component (if applicable): 6.3.0

How reproducible: always

Steps to Reproduce:
1. Navigate to infrastructure >> compute resource
2. Create compute resource with some name with any provider.ex:"compute1"
3. Try to create again compute resource but with existing compute resource name with provider "RHEV".
4. It will say "Name has already been taken"
5. Now change the name of compute resource to any name and click submit

Actual results:
It will show error as "Something went wrong 401 unauthorized"

Expected results:
Compute resource should be created.

Additional info:

Associated revisions
Revision db345393 - 08/07/2017 08:13 AM - Ori Rabin
Fixes #20452 - Keep password value after validation in ovirt CR

Revision 4aba258e - 09/14/2017 12:14 PM - Ori Rabin
Fixes #20452 - Keep password value after validation in ovirt CR
(cherry picked from commit db345393cf6f7733a1b5e3126af9d19d8d4b218d)

History
#1 - 07/31/2017 05:29 AM - Ori Rabin
- Status changed from New to Assigned
- Assignee set to Ori Rabin
- Target version set to 1.17.1
#2 - 08/06/2017 08:37 AM - The Foreman Bot
- Status changed from Assigned to Ready For Testing
- Pull request https://github.com/theforeman/foreman/pull/4720 added

#3 - 08/07/2017 09:01 AM - Ori Rabin
- Status changed from Ready For Testing to Closed
- % Done changed from 0 to 100

Applied in changeset db345393cf67733a1b5e3126af9d19d8d4b218d

#4 - 08/07/2017 09:57 AM - Marek Hulán
- Legacy Backlogs Release (now unused) set to 240